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Abstract—The Web of Things (WoT) research is exploring
ways on the interoperation among the smart things, since the
Web has proven its potentials as open communication
environment for accommodating a variety of Web resources.
The Web technologies has enabled the Web-enabled devices to
publish and exchange their resource information over the Web,
whereas the Web-enabled devices should cope with the security
threat regarding the information exposures over the Web,
particularly, access permissions for the resources about the
things. Thus, in this paper we analyse access permission control
mechanism considering both the WoT characteristics and the
REST-compliant resource-oriented Web architecture. In
contrast to existing access control logics, the proposed
mechanism utilizes not only the requester information such as
the typical identity and the internet addresses, but also the
context of the thing itself. Based on this mechanism, we present
web-resource structure for access permission control, and
describe an exemplary procedure in detail. This research
contributes to the flexible and decentralized access permission
control for WoT.
Keyword—Access Control, REST, Security, Web of Things,
Web Resource

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE number of smart things connected to the Internet even
exceeds the population of human beings nowadays. As
more smart things are capable of data communicating over the
Internet, the concepts of the “Internet of Things (IoT)” or
“Machine-to-machine (M2M)” are having been realized in
many fields, as in [1]–[8], including smart home, smart meters,
remote healthcare, and logistics process automation. Different
sources predict that by 2020, as in [9] and [10], the number of
connected things would be more than 25 billion, even up to 50
billion with an optimistic view, and the IoT market size will
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grow up to $7 trillion according to [11] and [12].
Whereas many IoT researches mainly have focused on how
to establish connectivity among the networked devices, the
Web of Things (WoT) or the Web-based IoT have been
extensively studied for integrating these smart things with the
well-known Web technologies, as in [13]–[15]. The
Web-enabled things can interoperate freely over the Web
utilizing the open Web standards, since the World Wide Web
(WWW, Web) can provide flexible, scalable communication
channels for any web clients to share web resources. Also, the
scope of the traditional web services can be broadened into
the physical-world, not only cyber-world. Moreover, the
Web-enabled things can reuse and adopt the proven Web
mechanisms such as discovery, searching, browsing, linking,
and caching, as in [16]. Further, REST (Representational state
transfer) architectural style with URIs (Uniform Resource
Identifier), HTTP, and standardized media types, is very
promising to make these things to share their data and
resources over the Web.
A pressing open problem in this WoT environment is how
to allow smart things to grant clients access to their own
resources, since the Web-based open environment often
leaves information vulnerable to disclosure resulting in
security threats such as:
--Malicious clients and unwanted data sharing
--Attacks in any time and from anywhere
--Unpredictable work load and availability risk
Unfortunately, there are few studies on these concerns and
several system prototypes just have shown inadequate
functionality for security. In particular, from a security point,
the existing access control mechanisms for the web resources,
as in [17]–[18], are used to require either rigid access policy
enforcement or dependency on the pre-configured access
management procedures like a central authentication service
(CAS) system. And these ways have limitations for dealing
with the dynamic interactions and the scalability in the WoT.
Thus we analyzed the access permission control for the
resources of web-enabled things, as in our previous research
[19]. And a decentralized access permission control
mechanism for Web resources for WoT is proposed. The
proposed mechanism adopts REST-style resource-oriented
architecture for things, in order to enable a thing itself (or its
owner) to manage access permissions to its own information
resources by means of simple CRUD (Create, Read, Update,
and Delete) actions. To explain the mechanism in detail, we
described the prototype module of resource access control as
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well as resource structure XML.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the related researches and the basic
concept of access permission management. Section 3
proposes access permission control mechanism considering
both the WoT characteristics and the resource-oriented Web
architecture with the exemplary cases in detail. Then,
concluding remarks are provided in Section 4.

II. RELATED STUDY
This section introduces the basic model for providing
access control and discusses the existing researches on access
permission management, with describing research challenges
coming from the WoT characteristics.
A. Access Control Model
The rudimentary form of access control model in a
computer security system suggests that an active subject
requests a specific access operation to a passive object, then a
reference monitor between them decides whether to grant the
access request or not, as shown in Fig. 1.
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--Multilevel security using information flow [23],
--Role-base access control (RBAC) [24]–[25], and
--Attribute-based access control (ABAC) [26]–[27].
Here, RBAC represents the concept of role, in order to
logically relate users and permissions. That is, the RBAC
model assigns permissions to roles, and roles to the users.
However, this model mainly focuses a kind of ‘static’
authorization assignment a priori, whereas many practical
information systems require more flexible ways to update the
subject’s permissions. In the meantime ABAC can support
changing needs much easier, since only subjects with valid set
of attributes are permitted to access the data and this approach
do not rely on the pre-defined roles for the specific sets of
attributes. Also ABAC supports the notion of distributed
access control enforcement, called policy enforcement point.
In addition, in consideration of environmental and context
information, a concept of context-aware authorization model
has been suggested as in [28]–[29]. And it is recognized that
these semantic information can help to specify access control
measures and to provide machine-interpretable description of
security requirements [30], as the WoT environment enables
things to communicate over the Web with disparate parties
and users.

III. ACCESS PERMISSION CONTROL FOR WOT

Fig. 1. Basic access control model including subject, object, and reference
monitor

In order to protect the information system against malicious
actions which could damage data and resources, it is essential
to control access requests from subjects [17]. So, the
reference monitor as a guard should perform two types of
tasks; 1) to identify the subject who made the request, and 2)
to decide who is allowed to do what to the object.
Traditional access control systems have usually relied on a
local database which can maintain either user passwords,
group membership, and/or access control matrices. Then,
several modifications have been adapted for the Web security
environment, including 1) SSL usage for securing the user
channels, 2) checking host information for authentication, and
3) centrally managed database for a domain access control.
However, the centralized Web security architecture often
imposes limitations like a single point of failure as well as a
dependency on the dedicated security configuration.
To assure access control in a distributed system
environment considering an ad-hoc security domain for the
thing-to-thing communication, as in [20]–[21], it is necessary
to handle all the access requests even without asking to the
central security manager. Likewise, the number and/or
diversity of subjects/objects in the web of things make the
access control issues more challenging [13].
B. Existing Access Control Logics in Computer Network
With the advancement of information security, in order to
facilitate the management of access permission, many security
models for computer network systems have been coming up
as the followings, to name just a few:
--Subject/object access control matrix [22],

A. WoT Access Control Requirements
In the WoT environment a thing is expected to have a
dynamic connection with other things over the web. That is,
each thing may be either subject or object interchangeably in
order to perform its own task. Further, according to the
REST-style web architecture, each thing may represent itself
as web resources which can be identified with unique URIs.
According to the aforementioned properties, the access
permission control for WoT should meet the following
requirements:
1) Each thing may publish its information as one or more
web resource(s) over the web.
2) Resources for a thing can be accessed by the basic
HTTP/REST request from a subject (e.g. a HTTP client),
as outlined in Fig. 2. Since each thing may communicate
with other things in the WoT environment, Thing A can
request access for the specific resources about the hosting
entity, Thing B. Then, Thing B needs to assure the access
permission about the requested resources against the
Thing A’s access request.
3) Permission assignment can be described as a web
resource representation, then the decision to grant access
for a given request to the specific resource should be
made with referring to this type of resource.

Fig. 2. Control flow about access request and response between two
web-enabled things in WoT
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B. Resource-oriented Architecture for WoT
Since the WoT makes use of the current resource-oriented
Web architecture, a web-enabled thing can exchange a
specific resource with the HTTP/REST methods about the
CRUD (Create, Read, Update, and Delete) operations. Also,
the given resource and its attribute(s) information, if any, can
be identified with unique URI, of which situation is described
in Fig. 3. The resource representation contains three resource
objects (‘a’, ‘b’, and ‘c’) and the relative contents can be
accessed with the usual HTTP/ REST CRUD methods. For
example, in order to retrieve the content information of object
‘a’, which is hosted at 192.168.0.1, a HTTP request for GET
operation should specify the URI of the given object as
following: ‘http://192.168.0.1:8080/things/a/contents’. Like
any web page or image file which might be linked using URI,
WoT resource information could be accessible via Web.
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might be several resource objects (Object 1 to Object N) and
each object could be dealt with different access permissions.
Particularly the request handling function is required to check
the suitability for access permission to the corresponding
resource objects in the Step 5, just after the existence of the
requested resource has been checked from the Step 4. Then,
access operation to the requested resource should be executed
in the Step 6, and the relevant HTTP/REST response would
be sent back to the requester.

Fig. 4. Process flow from the arrival of a HTTP/REST request to sending the
relevant HTTP/REST response back

Step
1
2
Fig. 3. Exemplary resource representations about Web-enabled things and
the associated HTTP/REST request and response

3
4

In this situation, we considered that the hosting entity might
accommodate a number of resource objects, even resources
from the other thing (e.g. /things/b/contents and
/things/c/contents) which do not have a HTTP server
capability. It is because many smart devices practically
provide constrained features as well as limited powers, so
these constrained things may exchange its resource
information through the support of much powerful entity,
called WoT Gateway or WoT Broker [16]. Thus, in this case,
the way to make each resource configured with different
access permission should be provided.
C. Proposed Mechanism for WoT Access Control
Fig. 4 outlined the detailed steps (i.e., from the Step 1
through the Step 6) to process a request for accessing
resources in the WoT. Each steps aims to filter out any
incomplete or ambiguous access request, as summarized in
TABLE I. Even though it seems the advanced secure channels
as well as cryptographic algorithms improve the entire
security level for the HTTP protocol communication, we
presumed the participant things in the WoT at least supports
the standard HTTP protocol basically. For example, if the
request could not be interpretable in Step 2 due to any
malformed syntax, then the original requestor should receive
HTTP response with a ‘Bad Request (400)’ status code
according to the HTTP protocol [31]. Likewise, if the
requested resource is not found at the hosting entity, ‘Not
Found (404)’ HTTP response should be generated.
We recognized that the matter of granting an access request
to the specific WoT resource is very closely associated with
the Step 5. Here, as shown in Fig 5, we considered that there
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TABLE I
STEPS TO ASSURE WOT ACCESS CONTROL
Purpose
To filter out
To filter TCP/IP packets
Unallowable transaction
To parse HTTP/REST
request
To check HTTP header for
basic authentication
To check whether the
requested resource exists or
not
To check the assigned access
permission for the request
operation

Invalid request, usually
with abnormal parameters
Unverified client
Requests for the
expired/outdated or
irrelevant resource
Unassigned access
permission for the
requested operation

Fig. 5. WoT request handling function handling secure access control using
the steps described in Fig 4 and TABLE I

Fig. 6 describes an exemplary case for assessing a
HTTP/REST requests using the typical access control matrix,
where a thing may have N resources (i.e. Object 1 to Object
N) which can be requested from the other M things (i.e.
Subject 1 to Subject M). The access permissions about Object
1 should be simply assigned for all the subjects, but this model
do not provide scalability due to the overhead for maintaining
the M by N matrix. That is, if a web-enabled thing has 10
resources and other 10 things are expected as subjects, the 10
by 10 matrix should be maintained and searched through. So
the access permission about a resource object ‘Object 1’ can
be specified for every subjects (Subject 1 to Subject M). Then,
the hosting entity checks the matrix if the subject of the access
Copyright ⓒ 2015 GiRI (Global IT Research Institute)
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request has the enough right to access the given resource
object. For example, Subject 1 have all the C/R/U/D access
rights to Object 1, whereas Subject 2 has only R access rights.
Here, C means Create, and likewise R for Retrieve or Read, U
for Update, and D for Delete. Though additional classification
of subjects into several associated groups based on
Role-based Access Control (i.e. the role of ‘SuperUser’ may
be assigned to several subjects like {Subject 1, Subject 2,
…}) might alleviate this burden, but each thing still needs to
maintain the lists of roles and compare the assigned access
permissions against each HTTP request about CRUD
operation to the specific resource object.
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assumed all the Retrieve access operation to this permission
rule resource should be allowed for interoperability.

Fig. 7. Modified access matrix focusing on the each CRUD operation
instead of the original subject-object relationship shown in Fig. 6

Fig. 6. Naive form of access control matrix specifying the Subject-Object
relationship

As all the access operation can be categorized into the four
types among C, R, U, and D, then we concentrated on the each
CRUD operation with a modified access control matrix as
shown in Fig. 7. When compared to the naïve form of access
control matrix, now the 4 by N columns should be searched
through. That is, the access permission for each specific
CRUD operation can be assigned to the given subject(s) in the
form of ‘permission flag’. The permission flag value 1 of the
specific operation means the corresponding subject is allowed
to access the given resource object. For example, the Read
operation to Object 1 is allowed to all the subjects (so, the
permission flag R includes Subject 1 to Subject M), whereas
only Subject 1 is assigned to have rights to the Update
operation. We also noticed that a specific permission setting
can be applied to more than one REST requests, for instance,
the two operations, Create and Update, for the resource
‘Object 1’ in Fig. 7 can be specified identically. Likewise,
more than one resource object, Object 1 and Object 2, may
have the identical access permissions for Read operation.
Moreover, regarding the third WoT access control
requirements, the set of permission flags can be represented as
a web resource, a specific access permission rule could be
applied to the multiple resources synchronously, as far as
there exists a reliable web connection. Fig. 8 conceptualizes
that resource objects of Thing A are referencing the same set
of permission flags (i.e., ‘Local Permissions A1’ and ‘Local
Permissions A2’). And Object 1 and Object 2 have configured
with Access Right A1. Since web resource can link other web
resource readily using URI. Meantime, Object N of Thing A
is referencing the external access permission rule, ‘Global
Permissions B1’ which is managed by other host. Here, we

Fig. 8. Linking the set of permission flags as a type of web resource object

D. Access Permission Abstraction for WoT
Now we generalized the access permission by replacing the
subjects with the generic conditions, which aggregate not only
the subject information like typical identifiers for the
requester (i.e. IP address, hostname, and domain information),
but also context and environmental information related with
the web-enabled thing itself (i.e. point of time, time schedule,
location, device hardware state, and configuration limit value).
Therefore, we can express a permission flag for each CRUD
access operation as the following:
Permission Flag C [/R/U/D] = {Condition about subjects} +
{Condition about the context of the requested
resource object}
For example, as presented in Fig. 9, a web-enabled thing as
the hosting entity for the resource objects may allow the
‘Create’ operation by judging from the combinative results
throughout the several conditions (e.g. C1 to C3) as
followings:
C1) if the requester is from the specific domain like
‘*.cnu.ac.kr’,
C2) if the current time is between 9 AM and 3 PM, and
C3) if the CPU usage of the hosting entity is less than 90%.
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In addition, an internal policy should be settled in order to
deal with more than one condition. For instance, a policy have
to be determined considering the following two situations:
--Situation 1: Permission should be granted only when
all the conditions meet.
--Situation 2: Permission should be granted if any of the
conditions meets.
Here, we considered the case of Situation 1 and all the
conditions have the equal level of priority or weight for
simplicity. So, in Fig. 9, only if the specified conditions are
satisfied, access permission for each CRUD operation can be
passed. For example, the permission flag C of the given
resource object includes three conditions C1 to C3, whereas
the flag R includes only C2.

Fig. 9. Exemplary representation of permission flags specifying various
combination of conditions

E. Proof of Concept for WoT Access Control
We implemented a request handling function as a proof of
concept with the example of Fig. 9, with two Java framework
libraries, Jersey RESTful Services Framework (Available:
https://jersey.java.net/) and Grizzly Web Framework
(Available: https://grizzly.java.net/). The implementation
accepts the HTTP request for accessing the example resource,
‘/root/object/’, and checks the set of permissions related with
the given resource, as shown in Fig. 10.
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We used Postman REST client utility to send HTTP
request in order to retrieve a web resource located at
‘192.168.219.106:8080/root/object/’, as shown in Fig. 10 (a),
and receive the responses, as shown in Fig. 10 (b) or (c)
accordingly. Since the retrieve access operation from (a) do
not violate the condition about ‘TimeBetween’, the requested
resource was successfully retrieved. The response payload
presents the set of permission flags described in the example
of Fig. 9. (c) If the request do not satisfy all the relevant
conditions regarding the given access operation (in this case,
the request time was beyond the time range), the requestor
might get the HTTP response with a status code 401
(‘Unauthorized’). The implementation showed that the
web-enable thing as the hosting entity for the requested
resource can control access permission as far as the relevant
conditions are being checked well, apart from centralized
authorization procedure.
F. Elaboration on Specifying Access Permission
For the more elaborated access control, we noted that a
binary true-function can be adopted for processing the
multiple conditions, then each condition can be classified into
two types, i.e., inclusive and exclusive. For example, we set a
rule about ‘access permission would be granted only if any of
inclusive conditions meets and if any of exclusive condition
does not meet at the same time’. Then, the regarding
permission flag might be expressed as the following:
Permission Flag C [/R/U/D] = {inclusive-type conditions}
- {exclusive-type conditions}
Fig. 11 outlined an access permission rule (<permissions>), in
XML document format, including the permission flag about
‘Retrieve’ operation (<permission type=“R”>) which consists
of 3 inclusive and 3 exclusive conditions. That is, the resource
object referencing this permission rule can be accessed, only
if any of 3 inclusive conditions (i.e. conditions about Subject
id, Subject IP address, and Subject domain) can be satisfied,
and at the same time if any of 3 exclusive conditions (i.e.
conditions about Thing operation duration, Thing CPU usage,
and Subject domain) is not applicable at all. Likewise, other
three operations (i.e. C/U/D) can be listed as the other
elements of this access permission rule.

Fig. 11. Exemplary structure for expressing the access permission

Fig. 10. (a) HTTP request to retrieve a web resource located at
‘192.168.219.106:8080/root/object/’; (b) HTTP response with successful
retrieval of the requested resource; (c) HTTP response with a status code 401
(‘Unauthorized’)

Fig. 12 describes the resource structure of a web-enabled
thing using the web-based access permission mechanism,
illustrated in Fig. 8. In order to configure resource objects
with the specific access permissions, each resource object
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within the web-enabled thing needs just a reference link to the
appropriate permission rule resource, for example,
‘/root/permission_A1’ or ‘/root/permission_A2’. Here, these
permission rules include one or more conditions following the
way specified with the example of Fig. 11. Thus, the
web-enabled thing can authorize any access operation to
resource object (i.e. ‘/root/object_1’) by referencing a
permission rule resource (i.e. ‘/root/permission_A1’) and
checking the access conditions.
Also, the permission rule resource ‘/root/permission_A1’
might be referred by two resource objects, ‘/root/object_1’
and ‘/root/object_2’, so these objects could be accessible by
checking the identical sets of access conditions. The object
‘/root/object_N’ refers to the external permission rule
‘/permissions_B1’ maintained by other hosting entity.
Eventually, through the inter-linking among the web
resources, a web-enabled thing manages access permission
without any external authorization server’s support. Besides,
as far as the external web connection keeps alive, a number of
things can be managed under the identical access permission
policy when configured to adopt a global access permission
rule resource.
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